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Dear hearts, 

I am writing this introduction on Valentine’s Day and am smiling because…well…I do 

love mosaics! 

Our wonderful e-mag is packed once more with topics that will inspire, matters that will 

inform and as always, a sense of community which loves to share mosaic journeys. If 

you have enjoyed reading this e-mag and because I’m writing on Valentine’s day, maybe 

you would like to share the love and send us some feedback. 

There are many standout features in this e-mag but I want to highlight one in particular.  

I get the goosies when any one of our Aussie mosaic community is recognised outside 

Australia. 

And it has happened once more where both Pamela Irving and Marian Shapiro have 

been invited to exhibit  at the upcoming A Mosaic Passover Story at the Museum of Bib-

lical Art in Dallas. Congratulations Pamela and Marian. And there is a chance for you to 

exhibit in this exhibition too by applying in the open category. All the details are in the 

article in this e-mag on page 4 

State Reps Wanted 
We are still looking for people to take on the roles of NSW and Queensland state reps.  

For more information or to express an interest, please email me at presi-

dent@maanz.org. 

 Keep inspired! 

noula 

 

This year, there will be four national eMags rather than six with the State email newslet-

ters coming out in between.  Dates for the eMag this year are February 15, May 15, Au-

gust 15 and November 15 

Back copies of the eMag are downloadable from the MAANZ website in the members ’ 

area.  If you want to see what you’ve missed, see the index of the past two years’ arti-

cles starting on page 27. 

Marian Shapiro 
National eMag Editor 

mailto:president@maanz.org
mailto:president@maanz.org


David Jack kicks off this series of four articles on the history of Australian mosaics with a look 

at the early days .  

The architectural use of mosaic in Australia was a response to a second renaissance of 

the Arts and Crafts Movement of the 1860s in Europe with the bringing of the arts into 

the everyday. The arts were accessible, at home and in the community. Mosaic was the 

perfect medium because of the possibility of its architectural durability. It could be sited 

almost anywhere.   

The thinking of the day was that mosaic was a specialised Italian craft. Therefore to con-

sider mosaic in an architectural setting in Australia the work would have to come from 

Italy or be created by Italians in Australia. England also, because of its cathedrals and 

the continuing expertise in the incredible architectural richness, had world renowned 

mosaic and stained glass studios. 

St Paul’s Cathedral in 

Melbourne is home to  a 

good example of  English 

expertise in mosaic.  

Clayton and Bell Mosaic 

Company of London, 

which had previously cre-

ated mosaics for the Al-

bert Hall and Westmin-

ster Abbey created the 

altar area mosaics in 

1891.       

 

 

At the same time, the Australian Tessellated Tile Company in Mitcham,  Melbourne was 

creating mosaic floor insets, amongst other things, well into the 1920s. They still survive 

as Walker Ceramics. 

Peter Melocco in Sydney under-

took major mosaic projects in 

Australia from the late 1920’s. He 

has extensive works in St Mary’s 

Cathedral and The Tasman Map 

mosaic and terrazzo at the Mitch-

ell Library in Sydney. He and his 

brothers formed Melocco Broth-

ers also undertaking many other 

mosaic and terrazzo commis-

sions.                
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David  holds a diploma 

in Art and Design. He 

worked on most of Har-

old Freedman’s  major 

murals and mosaics 

and in 1989 co-founded 

the Melbourne Mural 

Studio to undertake 

public art commissions. 

Skygarden, Chifley Pla-

za, Australia on Collins 

and Milkyway Dreaming 

mosaics are amongst 

some hundreds of pro-

jects. 
Detail of The Crucifixion Watchers, St Pauls Cathedral Melbourne,  

by Clayton and Bell  Mosaic Company of  London. The reredos 
(Altar Piece)  

The Peter Molocco terrazzo and 
mosaic Tasman Map  
Mitchell Library, Sydney 
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Later, but parallel with the Melocco brothers, were two other Italian-trained mosaicists 

working in Sydney; Franco and Dennis Colussi, specialising in floor mosaics. Franco and 

his colleague Aldo Rossi would go on to create the massive pavement mosaic in the 

forecourt of the new Australian Parliament building, Canberra in granite from a paint-

ing by Michael Tjakamarra Nelson in the late 1980’s. 

Melbourne society artist Napier Waller who was a renowned  painter, muralist and 

printmaker had returned from the First World War having lost his right arm; his draw-

ing hand. He had retrained in England and began his career as an artist in Melbourne 

in the 1920s. 

Napier’s first mosaic for Perth University in 1931 is very significant because he brought 

fine art thinking and artistry to mosaic and demonstrated that he understood the very 

essence of placing an artwork into an architectural setting.  Titled The Five Lamps of 

Knowledge there is a strong influence of the mosaics of Ravenna, in particular the 5th centu-

ry works depicting Emperor Justinian and Empress Theodora at the Basilica of San Vi-

tale and the vast works of St Apollinare Nouvo.  

All of Napier’s mosaic projects were created in the indirect method in Venetian smalti 

on brown paper and freighted in wooden boxes to the sites. This was the beginning of 

Angelo Orsoni’s Venetian mosaic factory’s long association with Australia. 

Built in 1922, Napier’s house is a classic example of the Arts and Crafts style. He de-

signed the furniture and did many of the wall finishes. It was the location where some 

of his mosaics and all of the stained glass windows he and his first wife Christian, creat-

ed. In fact, his lounge room was the first studio space utilised to create the early mosa-

ics. The full-scale cartoon for the Five Lamps mosaic is still on the wall in his lounge 

room. The house is now managed by the government and most of it has been kept as 

it was in Waller's time.  

David Jack 

Next time 

The first resurgence. 

From the Flamboyant 

Napier Waller to 1950s 

mosaic scene 

Napier Wallers Great Hall with the cartoon for Australia’s first major art mosaic 



The Museum of Biblical Art in Dallas is getting ready to host their second all mosaic 

show A Mosaic Passover Story which opens in April 2016. and closes on June 19.  This 

international fine art mosaic show curated by Scott Peck, museum curator and juror 

together with curator and jurors Katrina Doran and Jamie Pink Weisbrod, combines in-

vited and juried artists.  This year, Australian artists and MAANZ members Pamela Irving 

and Marian Shapiro are delighted to be among the invited artists for this show.  Their 

works will join pieces by other invited artists Renee Antoine, France; Gerard Brand, 

France; Shug Jones, USA and Toyoharu Kii, Japan.     

Pamela’s work Blood is thicker than water, but 

Power is thicker than Blood references Jacob and 

Esau, the twin sons of Isaac and Rebekah. The 

story is told in Genesis:19-34.  Isaac prayed to 

the Lord on behalf of his wife because she was 

childless. The Lord answered his prayer and 

Rebekah became pregnant not with one child 

but two. According to the scriptures, the twin 

boys Esau and Jacob would become leaders of 

two nations.  The first born child’s whole body 

was like a red hairy garment, so they named 

him Esau, meaning hairy. The second child 

came out holding the heel of his brother; he 

was named Jacob, Hebrew for ‘deceives’. Jacob 

was to become leader of the Israelites and 

Esau the leader of the Edomites. The work de-

picts their birth and the description of the hairy 

red child being held by his younger, deceptive 

brother. 

 

Marian’s work And the Waters were Divided is  in-

spired by Exodus: 14-21 “And Moses stretched out 

his hand over the sea; and the Lord caused the sea 

to go back by a strong east wind all that night, and 

made the sea dry land, and the waters were divid-

ed.”  Inspired by the parting and crossing of the Red 

Sea; one of the first Jewish migrations, this piece 

references both her family history, the current refu-

gee crisis and the ambiguity and symbolism of wa-

ter.  Life giving in that we can’t live without it, and in 

Exodus and since, life giving in the sense that cross-

ing water has been for many the passage to a new 

life but also one fraught with danger.  Currently mil-

lions of people are fleeing appalling circumstances 

and not always reaching safe haven.  

See more of Pamela and Marian’s work at pamelairving.com.au 

and dariandesign.com.au respectively 
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Entries close for A 

Mosaic Passover 

Story on Feb 29 

2016 and the cura-

tors would love to 

receive more interna-

tional pieces.  After 

the show in Dallas, 

there is a possibility 

that it will go on to 

other venues in the 

USA.  Entry is through 

Juried Art Services 

and a full prospectus 

and further infor-

mation can be found 

here.  

Detail from  

Blood is thicker than water, but Power is thick-

er than Blood  

Smalti, China 

Detail from 

And the Waters were Divided 

Smalti, slate 

Pamela Irving 

Marian Shapiro 

See the 2015 show here 

http://www.pamelairving.com.au
http://www.dariandesign.com.au
http://www.juriedartservices.com/index.php?content=event_info&event_id=987
http://www.biblicalarts.org/#!a-mosaic-passover-story/c1vdp


Joining the Resistance  

Mosaic making involves hours of concentrated work often spent sitting down hunched 

in the same position which puts an enormous strain on the back and upper body. So 

make sure you take frequent breaks and do some quick stretches to avoid doing your-

self any long term damage. I find one of these elastic resistance bands does just the 

trick. 

When I started making mosaics 

I got carried away by the thrill of 

it all and just couldn’t stop. 

Eventually,  after many wakeful 

nights with shooting 

pains in my arm, I ended up in 

the physiotherapist’s clinic and 

now I’m much more careful and 

stop what I’m doing every now 

and again and do a few stretch-

es with my resistance band. 

Helen     

http://helenmilesmosaics.org/ 

 

Cutting Edge Tool 

I use it to mix adhesive, to stir grout and to spread glue. I use it to pop new tiles off 

mesh and to nudge recalcitrant tesserae into place. I use it to measure out 

oxides and to sculpt wet cement for a free-form substrate. I use it to butter 

adhesive onto the backs of tiles and then I use it to prise the tiles off again 

when I realise they are in the wrong place. I occasionally use it to fish out the 

tea-bag when I can’t find a spoon. The universal tool: my humble kitchen 

knife. 

 

 

 

Keeping it Clean 

When using cement-based adhesive, especially two-part, 

it can often be extremely difficult to get your hands clean 

afterwards.  If you use barrier cream first (available from 

most chemists) it doesn’t mean your hands get less dirty, 

but it does make them easier to clean.  Apply generously 

all over your hands, including under your fingernails.  

 

Heather   
www.goosehousedesigns.com.au 
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In this issue Heather 

Stevenson from 

Goosehouse Designs 

and Helen Miles 

from Helen Miles 

Mosaics share their 

useful tips 

http://helenmilesmosaics.org/
http://www.goosehousedesigns.com.au


They say all it takes is a blink of an eye and your sub-

conscious can make a quick and reasonably accurate 

assessment.  Just looking at Kaye Gilhooly you can see 

here is a woman who loves colour and who would 

weave it into every aspect of her life. 

Kaye is like a mosaic, made up of interesting facets; 

she completed a Bachelor of Visual Arts 35 years ago 

in Sydney majoring in textiles.  Since then she has had 

many artistic ventures; interior design, fashion, jeweller 

– but that isn’t surprising if you take a peek at her fami-

ly; mum a painter, dad a jeweller, sister a printmaker 

and mosaicist, all of them successful.   

Kaye is the cabochon in the mosaic. Her home which 

she and husband Paul have renovated is the major 

art piece.  

It presents, like she does, bright, vital and with lots of interesting facets. The 1950s bun-

galow home is faced lovingly with sandstone with its matching sandstone paved drive-

way – a bold monochromatic mosaic on the fence. Features of the 1950s are still intact. 

Veneer timber feature walls facing vibrant colours with great bold artwork, a lot of them 

featuring the name Gilhooly. Five canary yellow china cockatoos contrast beautifully 

against a magenta wall.   

Colour and pattern is apparent everywhere, she has upholstered chairs in strong black 

and white designed fabrics, with her own tapestry cushions.  Kaye’s mosaics and collect-

ed treasures add to the effect. 

I asked what husband Paul’s thoughts and involvement were in regards to her complete 

immersion of pattern and colour.  It turns out he is a keen collaborator who has the 

ability to think out plan and build for Kaye anything from a sculpture armature to mosa-

ic patio or pavings around the house.   

Kaye finds inspiration for her work from 

environments that have been created 

by those driven by passion, Nikki de St 

Phalle’s Tarot gardens in Italy, Raymond 

Isidore’s Maison Picassiette in France, 

Gaudi’s Park Guell in Barcelona, Castle 

Phoenix in Geeveston, Tasmania, all of 

which she has visited. Observing others’ 

made environments inspires and nur-

tures her art. 

Another guiding light is artist Diego 

Romero. The influence of his stylistic 

characters can be seen in Kay’s works. 
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Last issue’s featured 

artist Wendy Ed-

wards picked Kaye 

Gilhooly  to interview  

for the featured art-

ist slot   

 

 

Wendy Edwards 

Kaye Gilhooly 

Wendy is a self taught 

mosaicist who lives hap-

pily in her bush idyll 

with a substantial 

‘midden’ of plates be-

hind her work shop, 

elements of which along 

with handmade ceramic 

and glass find their way 

into her mainly bird and 

animal sculptures.  Cur-

rently she is working 

toward an exhibition in 

late September 2016. 

Egg Head 

Ceramic, beads, glass 

Golden Moments 

30 x 30 cm 

Ceramic, smalti, acrylic paint 



See more of Kaye and Wen-

dy’s work.  

 

Kaye Gilhooly 

thegoddessofcol-

our.blogspot.com 

 

Wendy Edwards 

www.wendyedwards.net.au 

We chatted in front of Dancing 

in the Moonlight while Kaye told 

me of her obvious preference 

for using high gloss tiles, plates 

and bought objects in her work. 

She professes there is no real 

desire to use smalti; however, 

laughingly says this desire was 

thwarted when she won $150 

worth of smalti with her second 

prize for Golden Moments at 

the 2015 MAANZ Symposium. 

 

 

 

The more I looked at Dancing in the Moon-

light, the more the simplicity of design and 

manufacture sang. The subject, her outflung 

arms presenting the sky rendered in simple 

black, white and red gloss tiles, hypnotic mil-

lefiori eye and beaded nipples.  The tiles laid 

almost flat, minute undulations in the lay of 

the tiles reflecting the light, the perspective 

leading the eye back. 

 

 

 

 

 

Kaye says she creates for herself, finds it hard to work 

toward an exhibition or commission. Most of her crea-

tions are actually being built into and around her home.  

Hopefully we will see more of her own creative environ-

ment.  I hope to see Bruce who is being built in the stu-

dio she shares with Paul and his computer.  Bruce is 

decked out in  tight fitting pin striped jacket and pants 

with a yet to be bejewelled codpiece.  

 

Wendy Edwards 
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Dancing in the Moonlight 

57 cm diameter 

Ceramic tile, beads 

 Thanks, but I'll Wait until Gum 

Leaves 

Ceramic tile, recycled 

objects 

Bruce - work in progress 

http://www.thegoddessofcolour.blogspot.com
http://www.thegoddessofcolour.blogspot.com
http://www.wendyedwards.net.au
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

I saw Way Out by Luca Barberini in person last October when it was exhibited at the 

Museo d’Arte della Città of Ravenna (MAR) during Ravenna Mosaico. Luca received the 

International Prize GAeM (young artists in mosaic) of 2015 for this work. 

This mosaic knocked my socks off for several reasons. I am enthralled with his style of 

creating the most expressive human faces with only several tesserae. He creates little 

scenes that depict snippets of daily life that speak to us all. He began by creating 

scenes of crowds, then little scenes; glimpses of life as spied through apartment win-

dows. More recently his works have taken on an edgier feel, subtly referencing serious 

current events in the world. On the surface the works look playful, but with further 

study, the viewer begins to see deeper meaning. He is a master at ‘painting with mor-

tar’.  In these recent works he pigments the mortar with shades of grey, creating won-

derful atmospheric backgrounds. What blew me away in Way Out was the use of rust-

ed metal to depict the boat. I am enamoured of this material, and to see Luca using it 

was a delight. The use of the gilded frame was a surprise, but effective. 

 

Luca is partner in both business and life with Arian-

na Gallo, and together they run KokoMosaico in 

Ravenna. I was privileged to take a workshop from 

them last year. The couple are as friendly as they 

are talented. My experience in their studio will take 

my work to the next level. It is exciting to see a new 

generation of mosaic artists creating work which 

pushes the boundaries of this ancient art. 

Lyn Adamo 
See more of Lyn’s work at lynnadamo.com 

Find out more about Luca Barbarini at lucabarberini.com 

 

 

Lynn Adamo lives in 

Oregon, USA where she 

has been creating mo-

saic art for 16 years. 

She works primarily 

with stone, smalti and 

found rusted objects to 

create abstract works 

inspired by the built 

and natural world 

around her. She is cur-

rently working on a se-

ries inspired by peeling 

and decaying walls that 

she’s photographed in 

the US and Europe. 

Detail 

Way Out 86 x 67 cm 

http://www.lynnadamo.com
http://lucabarberini.com/en/home
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

In this day and age there are a multitude of available adhesives for use in mosaic mak-

ing it easier for a range of modern applications. Understanding the properties of these 

adhesives can be problematic without a basic understanding of terminology as the 

technical jargon may differ from country to country and generation to generation. This 

article will take you back to the beginning of adhesives and deal solely with cement-

based products. 

 

History 

Throughout history, cementing materials have played a vital role and were used widely 

in the ancient world. The Egyptians used calcined gypsum as a cement and the Greeks 

and Romans used lime made by heating limestone and added sand to make mortar, 

with coarser stones for concrete. For more information see here. 

 

Adhesives back then were made from a mixture of fine sand and cement. The cooked 

limestone was powdered into a fine dust and mixed with fillers to add body. When 

wetted, the drying reaction produced hydration, which caused microcrystalline hooks 

to form. These hooks penetrated into the tiny pores of the materials they were mixed 

with or sat next to which is what we refer to as the process of adhesion. Today, ce-

ment adhesives work on the same principle except they usually contain cellulose fillers 

that aid the absorption of water in the mix. They may also contain powdered polymers 

that add to the flexural strength of the adhesive. These adhesives are often referred to 

as modified cement-based adhesives and can enable a degree of chemical adhesion 

as well as the mechanical adhesion provided by the ‘hooks’. 

 

Terminology - what is thinset? 

In America and some other countries these cement-based adhesives will be common-

ly referred to as thinsets. Occasionally you see this terminology in Australia.  In the 

tiling Industry these products are commonly used to adhere ceramic or earthenware 

tiles to concrete substrates. They are popular due to their low cost and proven track 

record. All the main companies have their version of these adhesives and they will ap-

pear on the shelves under many different names. Some of them will have additional 

properties that allow for extra flexural movement (ie. rubber modified cementitious 

adhesives), or high initial grab qualities that allow the fixer to hang large format materi-

als in vertical situations. The list goes on and gets quite technical. Here I will try to out-

line a few of the basics. 

 

Thinset Adhesives  

The basic ones predominantly only provide a mechanical bond. It is important that the 

mosaicist is aware of the materials and substrates that are compatible for these sys-

tems. All good adhesives come packaged with this information on the back - so read it 

carefully, it is not rocket science. A thinset can be used for quite thick packing of adhe-

sive and is therefore suitable for rockwork where material thicknesses vary greatly. 

Ardex, Mapei, Davco, Construction Chemicals and Laticrete manufacture some good 

brands of these products. 

 

Dominic Johns has 

been in the tiling indus-

try for 36 years and 

practising mosaic as 

an artist for 20 years. 

He has taught mosaic 

adhesive techniques for 

16 years and is pas-

sionate about educat-

ing people on the tech-

nical areas of mosaic 

practice. He has several 

prominent public art 

projects throughout 

the world and is the 

recipient of the prestig-

ious Mosaic Art Inter-

national Award for his 

Cairns sculpture 

Telescopus 

http://www.understanding-cement.com/history.html
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

The more complex thinsets may be modified to enable an extended range of proper-

ties. There are the rubber modified, polymer additives and also recently we have seen 

the advent of nanotech fibres. These modifications to the original recipes enable things 

like lower dust creation, a higher range of use for different materials on different sub-

strates and varying climatic conditions. They will also come at a higher price.  

 

Different adhesives for different materials 

It is important to understand that materials such as glass and porcelain will require 

these extras as they are virtually impervious to the mechanical bond provided by the 

hooks of hydration. They require the additional bonding of a chemical bond as well as 

the mechanical. 

 

Thick-Set  

This term refers to the bedding of materials the traditional way whereby a dampened 

bed of sand and cement would be prepared either on a floor or wall and the work 

would be ‘knocked’ into the bed with a neat cement layer in between and then allowed 

to dry. This method is how the Romans used to lay sections of mosaic in double re-

verse method and is still practised today by proficient practitioners. 

 

Slaking 

The process of slaking refers to the mixing of adhesive. 

Best results are achieved when the adhesive is mixed 

with the correct ratio of water using a drill powered mix-

ing paddle for several minutes, and then allowing several 

more for the ingredients to activate evenly throughout 

the mix. The cellulose additives and other polymers 

need this ‘slaking’ time to ensure this. See here for a 

great Laticrete video on slaking.  

 

Advantages of Cement-Based Adhesives 

 Extremely cost efficient at about $25 for 20kg 

 A long history of use proving a good track record 

 Easier to clean off than polymer based/modified adhesives 

 May be used as a thin or thick bed application to suit uneven material 

 Good working time before setting 

 Potential for oxide colouring 

 

Things to watch out for… 

 Dust creation – can lead to silicosis (Google it) 

 High alkalinity can have adverse effect on skin (wear gloves!) 

 Painful ulcers will occur if in contact with skin cuts (wear gloves!) 

 If using in pool environments be aware of pool chemistry 

 Too much water in mix will make a weaker adhesive 

Mixing paddle 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-xSRe9gkhgk
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

Using Cement-Based Adhesives 

The best scenario for this product is when 

combined with the direct method. The appli-

cation of adhesive to a surface is best done 

using a notched trowel that has been sized to 

suit the depth of tesserae preventing exces-

sive squeeze through the joins. They are 

available in a variety of materials and sizes. 

Plastic ones are handy for the mosaicist as 

they may be easily cut to suit for small areas.  

 

I like to describe adhesion in dental terms. A good bond is very much like bonding a 

filling. All voids must be clean and pumped full of fill leaving no cavity that will add 

weakness to the setting of the work, especially on floors. 

 

The best trowels are those that leave no 

voids. A V-notch is best as it creates a 

peaked line of adhesive that will evenly 

flatten as the materials are pushed into it. 

A 6mm notch will compress down and 

ensure the tesserae are fully encapsulat-

ed by the adhesive without much glue 

squeeze if done correctly.  

 

 

Use a flat trowel to evenly smooth the work and do it by 

touch if you are making a work that is textural i.e. differ-

ent heights.  

 

 

Try to keep the lines of adhesive run in the same direction as this will help prevent air 

pockets. Running a soft pot brush/ toothbrush through the joins and gently sponging 

over can easily clean any glue squeeze. 

 

 

Dominic Johns 
See more of Dominic’s work at www.shardworks.com  

Notched trowels 

Spreading adhesive 

Ready to grout 
Smoothing the work 

http://www.shardworks.com
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

Nine individual and very colourful mosaics are now on permanent display outside the 

new learning unit at Nuriootpa High School, South Australia.  This suite of nine mosaics 

is the result of a collaborative project between artist Kate Jenkins, teachers, students 

and school support officers. It has taken a whole year to complete this project from 

conception, design and construction to installation. The vision for this work was to pos-

itively engage a group of students from the learning unit in a colourful and enjoyable 

art project that they and others could identify with and relate to. 

 

Beginning in the first term of 2015 art teacher Ann Winters and artist Kate Jenkins be-

gan working with a group of nine students from the NHS Learning Unit. Their aim was 

to create artworks based on images of the students themselves having fun. They were 

engaged in creating mosaics with an emphasis on positive self-identity and building a 

culture of collaborative learning that can be fun. 

 

The students had the opportunity to work with 

and learn from artist Kate Jenkins who came to 

this project with a wealth of knowledge and ex-

perience, Kate worked with students, teachers 

and support staff, imparting new skills and  

making creative decisions together about each 

mosaic. 

 

Dress ups and taking photos of one another 

were the beginnings of these individual unique 

artworks followed by many lessons choosing 

colours and preparing the designs suitable for 

mosaics.   

Kate Jenkins has 

worked across many 

art forms from ce-

ramics, oil painting, 

textiles, and works on 

paper.  

A qualified communi-

ty arts worker she 

brings her skills in 

getting people with 

different abilities and 

backgrounds, to ex-

plore skills in design 

and creativity for the 

success of new and 

innovative communi-

ty projects. She has 

now teamed up with 

Kristin Wohlers in 

Barossa Mosaic.  
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

During the course of the project everyone including a 

further three students who joined the class, worked 

hard to learn different mosaic skills including tile cut-

ting, placement, gluing and finally grouting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The finished mosaics were backed with bright-

ly painted patterns developed and painted by 

each student. These mosaic artworks are a 

credit to all the learning unit community who 

have shown that with creativity, perseverance 

and teamwork wonderful things can be 

achieved. 

 

 

Nuriootpa High School 
Find out more about Kate Jenkins at www.barossamosaic.com  

 

All pictures of students in 

this article are published 

with permission of the stu-

dent’s parents or guardi-

ans 

http://www.barossamosaic.com
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The highlight of our time in Italy was developing a deeper understanding of how the 

Orsoni smalti is created and a deep appreciation for the workmanship, handcrafting 

and traditional manufacturing going into this process. All three of us went away with  

the wow factor of seeing over 2000 different colours being produced and none of us 

will ever again complain about the price of Italian smalti. We would like to share some 

of the things we learned during this time and encourage other mosaicists to go to Italy 

and have this incredible experience. 

 

Carol attended a three day 

course, learning the hammer 

and hardie technique and us-

ing as much gold as she could 

in her piece.  Kim, who won 

the Orsoni prize in 2014, was 

invited to attend a one week 

course as part of his prize. He 

learned a new technique of 

shaving pieces off larger smalti 

pieces, using the hammer and 

hardie.  He was given a whole 

box of band aids for his first 

few days!   

 

I was fortunate enough to stay for two weeks, promising myself that my mosaic camel 

and even the smallest pieces of smalti would be done with only the hammer and har-

die and not with any nippers. Using the hammer and hardie for the first time was intim-

idating on the first day, but not for very long. We realised quickly that this technique is 

much gentler on our hands and wrists and the first thing Carol and I did when we were 

back was to buy a hammer and hardie. 

Our teacher Antonella 

Gallenda has 34 years’ 

experience in creating 

mosaic art with Orsoni 

smalti. With her incredible 

eye for colours and tex-

ture she was able to 

guide us  on a one-to-one 

basis to master new con-

cepts of mosaic creation 

according to our abilities 

and levels of experience.  

She would look at my 

camel and sometimes 

would just say: “Smaller “or  “Bigger”, “Lighter” or “Darker” and that was all I needed to 

move forward with my piece. 

In September 2015 

three South Australian 

MAANZ members; Be-

ate Linckelmann, Kim 

(Mikiah) Nguyen and 

Carol Hill travelled to 

Italy to attend a smalti 

course at the Orsoni 

factory in Venice. Beate 

Linkelmann tells us 

about it 

L-R Beate Linckelmann, 

Mikiah Nguyen, Carol Hill  

Practising hammer and hardie 

Outback encounters 

Beate Linkelmann 
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

Liana Melchior, who at times functions as the translator during the course, loves to 

share her in depth knowledge of Venice and was happy to take us on personal tours to 

San Marco or Torcello.  Avoiding the queues at the entrance of San Marco, we entered 

through the exit of the cathedral, apparently the ‘Italian way’ of entering. 

 

Carol and I stayed at the bed and breakfast of the 

Domus Orsoni, where each room has its own gold 

mosaic feature.  This gave us 24 hour access to 

the mosaic studio. We often used this advantage 

by working in the studio at night, hearing the night 

shift furnace worker sing opera outside our win-

dow. Kim was staying further away and it took him 

between 30 minutes and an hour to walk to the 

studio each day, depending on how often he got 

lost. 

 

All three of us agreed that 

working within the Orsoni 

factory, hearing the women 

next door cutting smalti all 

day and feeling part of the 

Orsoni family made this ex-

perience unique, worthwhile, 

and truly memorable. We 

definitely recommend it. 

 

 

 

 

 

Beate Linckelmann 

Kim with his work in progress 

Meeting Places in Venice 

Carol Hill 

The Orsoni Studio 

Find out more about 

Orsoni at 

www.orsoni.com  

http://www.orsoni.com
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

 

The New York subway Is 

home to one of the 

largest collections of 

public art in the world.  

This project was 

launched In conjunc-

tion with a massive re-

habilitation program 

begun in the 1980s and 

continuing up to today. 

 

Many of these artworks 

are mosaic.  Here is a 

small selection of the 

fabulous works on 

show if you are lucky 

enough to go to New 

York.   

 

 

Passing Through 

Al Held 

53rd and Lexington  
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Luna Park, Melbourne 

 

Shad Crossing 

Ming Fay  

 Delancey/Essex Street  

For Want of a Nail  

Arts for Transit Col-

lective  

81st St  

Natural History  

Museum  

To find out more about 

the public arts program 

on the new York subway, 

see here.   

 

For a guide to the art-

work, see here.  

http://www.nycsubway.org/perl/artwork
http://web.mta.info/mta/aft/about/
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Great Start to the Year 

On Sunday 31st January, 30 members en-

joyed a great afternoon at Deanna Kernick’s 

home.  Beate Lincklemann, Carol Hill and 

Mikiah (Kim) Nguyen gave a wonderful and 

informative presentation on their Italian ex-

periences in Venice and Ravenna. Kim 

demonstrated how to cut with the hammer 

and hardie. Most members got to try the 

technique using both smalti and marble and 

even some red brick.  You can read more 

about the experience on page 14 of this eMag. 

  

Many thanks to the presenters Deanna, Martin and Woogi the dog (sound effects) for provid-

ing such a great venue.  Deanna’s delicious culinary skills just made the day. 

 

Opposites Attract 

The 2016 SA MAANZ exhibition opens in March. 

 

Jane Silk 
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Welcome 

Hello all and welcome to 2016 that is already looking like a fantastic year with mosaics 

in Tasmania.  I know a lot of you have been busy over the holiday and festive months 

and I will share some here in this edition, but if you have a story to share please get in 

touch with me. 

 

Workshop 

Marian Shapiro – Moving into the Third Dimension 

19th and 20th March  

Post Office 176 Newtown Rd Newtown    

Bookings online at the MAANZ website here 

 

This course introduces students to making and work-

ing with dimensional substrates for mosaic. On day 

one, students learn two methods for making light-

weight non-flat wall-hanging substrates suitable for 

interior or exterior use. We start off with participants 

learning to make an undulating or folded wall hanging 

substrate of their own design. The second substrate 

is hollow, such as a wall-hanging mask or torso and 

introduces students to the technique of sand casting. 

Both of these pieces are made in two stages and will 

need to be finished in the student’s own time after 

the course. A half made small substrate is provided 

for each student to finish off on day one.  Day two is 

spent mosaicking this substrate.   

 

Enquiries to Sue at tasrep@maanz.org 

 

 

Congratulations Rachel 

Congratulations to Rachel Bremner on the 

course she held in country NSW at Sturt 

Summer School.  She will be holding a solo 

exhibition Traversing the Edge with Sala-

manca Arts Centre in May this year.  I am 

certainly looking forward to seeing this.  

Her exhibition last year with other Australi-

an artists at Bundoora can now be seen 

via a video clip on Facebook here 

 

Sue Leitch 

Rachel Bremner.  From the series 

 An Individual Sense of Place 

http://maanz.org/event/marian-shapiro-moving-into-a-third-dimension/
mailto:tasrep@maanz.org
https://www.facebook.com/andamentoexhibition/videos/1563770083947186/?pnref=story
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Community Arts 

There is a new community arts mosaic at 

the West Winds Community Centre un-

der the guidance of Wendy Edwards and 

it is also looking fabulous.  See more at 

their Facebook page here  

 

There are now more mosaics appearing 

on the Southern Beaches.  A wonderful 

new whale has appeared at Dodges Fer-

ry to add to the other community art 

mosaics that are in the area. 

 

I hope to plan some field trips to some 

of these community projects and will let 

you know dates when planned with 

those involved. 

 

 

 

On my Travels 

I was travelling through Sheffield for work not so long ago and found the World of Mar-

bles, which I knew was there but I did not realize the owner is also a mosaic artist and 

the front of the shop has some lovely mosaic decorations.  You can find out more 

about the shop here 

 

If you have some great 

mosaics you have seen 

on your travels in Tas-

sie, send me a picture 

so we can share them 

around. 

Installing the mosaic 

World of Marbles exterior 

https://www.facebook.com/WestWindsCommunityCentre/?pnref=story
http://www.worldofmarbles.com.au
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Upcoming Events 

We have had a quiet time over Christmas and the New Year but are now planning our 

workshops for the year.   Our first one is at the end of February. 

Planning and Designing your Exhibition piece 

When: February 28th, 11 am- 3.30 pm 

Where: - 6 Kilmartin St Essendon ( Bev's Studio/House) 

Cost:  $20 members $25 Non - members includes paint, paper and lunch.  

BYO lunch if you have special dietary needs. 

Bring: Ideas 

Information on the MAANZ website here.  

Victorian 2016 Exhibition 

I just want to remind everyone of the exhibition to be held in the Hawthorn Town Hall 

Community Gallery in which we exhibited in 2014. I hope we get many members hav-

ing a go and entering:  MAANZ state exhibitions are open to all MAANZ members. 

What: Chemistry of Colour 

When: Tuesday 31st May to Sunday 3rd July 

Where: Hawthorn Arts Centre, 360 Burwood Road, Hawthorn, Victoria  

Closing Date for Entries:  16th May. More details to come - look out for info on the 

MAANZ website.  

 

Royal Children’s Hospital 

This year has been busy for me after returning from overseas and now starting a won-

derful project at the Royal Children’s Hospital, which should take me till March or April 

to complete. Every floor of the new hospital has a different theme and I am working 

on the underwater floor and creating a mosaic that cascades down a long wall like 

water. I am working with children from the kindergarten and daycare to create the clay 

inserts of seaweed, shells and creatures to make the basis for each panel. In all there 

are 30 one metre panels to flow down the wall. We are also painting similar panels on 

cupboards all around the centre. 

Bev Plowman 

Royal Children’s Hospital  

Project 

http://maanz.org/event/planning-and-designing-your-exhibition-piece/
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So far I have had fun 

with babies holding and 

feeling all different tex-

tures, two and three 

years olds pushing shells 

into clay and four and 

five year olds creating 

seaweed by rolling plants 

into the clay. I am revisit-

ing all my singing rhymes 

and movement activities 

to engage them in the 

theme.  

 

Ravenna 

Late last year there were 

many activities in Raven-

na and Lesley Kingston 

was one of the lucky 

ones to go and experi-

ence some workshops in 

the amazing city full of 

mosaics. 

She attended workshops 

on micro mosaics and jew-

ellery making and even 

made her own small glass 

pieces for them. She also 

learned the traditional 

Ravenna method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let me Know  

I hope I hear of many fun projects from our Vic members during the year. Let me 

know! 

Royal Children’s Hospital Project detail 

Ravenna method 

Working direct 

Making jewellery 
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Welcome back for another great year of mosaics and friendship. We are still building 

our 2016 program but it promises to be as full and diverse as in recent years. 

Lunch in King’s Park 

We kicked off the MAANZ 

WA calendar in January 

with lunch in Kings’ Park. 

The weather was perfect 

for a picnic in the beautiful 

park. It was great to catch 

up with mosaic friends 

again and welcome some 

new members to the fold. 

During the course of the 

day we threw around ideas 

for our 2016 program and discussed the possibility of a 2017 MAANZ Exhibition. 

 

Events 

February Event – Social Mosaic Day 

For our February event it was great to be 

back at Frendz Arts Supplies for another 

social mosaic day. We made it a Valentines’ 

Day theme with several beautiful hearts be-

ing mosaicked. 

 

 

March Event  

Make ceramic additions for your mosaics with MAANZ member and experienced ce-

ramicist Liz Stambulich at her home in Yanchep. 

When:  Wednesday 9 March 10.00am to 2.00pm 

Where:  8 Lugger Place, Yanchep, 6035  

Cost:  $10 to cover cost of clay and glazing 

Bring:  Own lunch 

RSVP:  warep@maanz.org.au by 3rd March. Guests welcome. 

 

April Event – Social Day at Frendz 

When:  Thursday 7th April 10.00 am to 2.00pm 

Where:  Frendz Arts and Craft Supplies, 1/1 Sarasota Pass Clarkson WA. 

What:  Bring your ceramic additions from March’s workshop to work into a 

  mosaic or bring another project to work on. 

Cost:  $5 to cover venue hire. 

Bring:  Own project, materials and tools. 

RSVP:  To Pat Manger patandhorst@bigpond.com by 4th April 

 

 

Hope to see you soon at a MAANZ WA event. 

Dorothy Burke 

WA MAANZ members enjoying the day 

Making the hearts 

mailto:warep@maanz.org.au
mailto:patandhorst@bigpond.com
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One-Off Features 

Article Author Year  Vol 

1st International Mosaic Intervention Kim Grant 2014  1 

2015 Exhibition Highlights Maria Kokkoris 2015  11 

2015 Symposium Information Maria Kokkoris 2015  7 

2015 Symposium Roundup Maria Kokkoris 2015  11 

2015 Symposium snapshots Kathryn Portelli 2015  10 

2015 Symposium update Maria Kokkoris 2015  8 

2015 Symposium update Maria Kokkoris 2015  9 

AIMC Symposium and Tour Pamela Irving 2014  3 

2015 Symposium update - Meet the Speakers   2015  7 

Emma Biggs, Margo Anton, John Botica  

Symposium update - Meet the Speakers   2015  9 

George Raftopoulos, Suzanne Spahi, Heather Vollans      

2015 Symposium update - Meet the Speakers   2015  8 

Maher Dawood, Caitlin Hughes, Kate Kerrigan       

Art of Pricing Sonia King 2015  8 

Castle Phoenix - Building a Dream Christina Kent 2015  9 

Channelling the Muse - commission Installation Pamela Irving 2015  11 

Copyrights and Wrongs Artslaw 2015  11 

Futurescape Helen Bodycomb 2014  4 

Getting the most out of a Mosaic Workshop Julie Sperling 2015  7 

Love Quilt Caitlin Hughes 2014  2 

Maery Gabriel - The Gift of Giving Cetta Pilati 2014  3 

Maison Picassiette Laurel Skye 2015  12 

Mosaic Art Now's top tips Nancie Mills Pipgras 2015  8 

Mosaical Chairs - Re/Inventing the Chair Julie Richey 2015  11 

Normanton Community Mosaic Bev Ridsdill-Kenny 2014  4 

North African Adventure -  Mosaics in Tunis and Morocco David Lacey 2014  5 

Obituary: Ilana Shafir George Fishman 2014  2 

Obituary: Nek Chand Wendy Tanner 2015  9 

Original Artwork - what does it mean? Lea Kannar 2014  1 

Orsoni Prize Comes Down Under Mikiah Nguyen 2014  5 

Outback Mosaics Wendy Tanner 2015  9 

Picturing an Exhibition—putting on a group show Kate Butler 2014  5 

Project Patchwork Community Mosaic Kim Grant 2015  12 

Springvale Park Community Mosaic Belinda Conibeer 2014  4 

Survey results Marian Shapiro 2015  9 

TickleTank Jenny Allport 2015  12 
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Article Author Year  Vol 

Tree of Knowledge - community mosaic Kristen Wohlers 2014  5 

Trip to Italy Pamela Irving 2014  1 

View from the Other Side - judging and jurying Marian Shapiro 2015  7 

Warburton Steps Sandy Peeters 2014  3 

Warburton Steps Update Sandy Peeters 2014  4 

 

Regular Features  

Expert Ease       

Adhesives, substrates and grout Fred Gray 2014  4 

Cutting glass David Humphreys 2014  2 

Drawing a Roman border Lawrence Payne 2014  5 

Garden balls Sandy Peeters 2015  8 

Polymer clay Cheryl Hann-Woodlock 2015  11 

Taking good photos Lea Kannar 2015  7 

Tempered glass Inge Gardner 2014  3 

Values Lynn Moor 2015  12 

 

Featured Artist  Written by     

Caroline Zanelli Dominic Johns 2015  7 

Con Kiernan Jane Denison 2014  2 

Dominic Johns Michael Coles 2014  5 

Isabelle Chenin Caroline Zanelli 2015  8 

Jane Furney Noula Diamantopoulos 2014  1 

Michael Coles Pat George 2014  4 

Pat George Con Kiernan 2014  3 

Wendy Edwards Rachel Bremner 2015  12 

 

Magnificent Mosaics       

Man and Dog - Great Palace Mosaic Museum Turkey Helen  Miles 2015  12 

 

Material Inspiration       

Marble Cetta Pilati 2015  12 

Metal Heather Vollans 2015  11 

Minerals Helen Harman 2014  3 

Mixed Media Pat Judd 2014  2 

Pique Assiette Pamela Irving 2015  7 

Smalti David Jack 2015  8 

Stained Glass Deanna Kernick 2014  4 

Tumbled and fire-immersed Kathryn Portelli 2014  1 
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Article Author Year  Vol 

The Book I Couldn’t do Without       

Heidi Adnum  The Crafter’s Guide to Taking Great Photos Fiona Tettman 2014  1 

Carolyn Genders   Pattern, Colour and Form:  Kate Butler 2014  2 

 New Approaches to Creativity 

 

Sarah Kelly  The Essential Guide to Mosaics: Projects  Jane Furney 2014  5 

 – Techniques – Designs  

 

Sonia King  Mosaic Techniques & Traditions  Alyson McGrath 2015  7 

  

JoAnn Locktov  Mosaic Art and Style : designs for  Louise Herdman 2015  8 

living environments  

Verdiano Marzi and Fabienne Gambrelle Studio Secrets Rachel Bremner 2014  3 

Mosaics  

Teresa Mills  - The Mosaic Artist's Bible: 300 Traditional  Maria Kokkoris 2014  4 

& Contemporary Designs  

 

Tips and Tricks       

Breaking creative blocks Rachel Bremner 2014  5 

Changing grout colours Susanna Mills 2015  11 

Cleaning up Noula Diamantopoulos 2015  8 

Containing flying glass Helen Whitfield 2015  12 

Easel Ergonomics Caitlin Hughes 2014  3 

Getting smooth grout Louise Herdman 2015  12 

Getting values right Marian Shapiro 2015  11 

Glue tips Helen Bodycomb 2014  2 

Grouting tips Dorothy Burke 2015  8 

Keeping glue fresh Kim Grant 2014  3 

Making straight cuts Margo Anton 2015  11 

No go substrates Wendy Tanner 2014  4 

Stopping things slipping Bev Plowman 2014  3 

Tweezers Dominic Johns 2014  2 

Using glass stringers Lucy Cleary 2014  4 

Using your camera Kathryn Portelli 2014  4 

Vinegar for cleanup Mia Kokkoris 2014  2 

Working methodically Christine de Brenni 2014  5 

Working temperatures Marian Shapiro 2015  12 



Our mailing address is: 
Mosaic Association of Australia and NZ 

747 Darling Street Rozelle 

Sydney, New South Wales 2039, Australia 

 

Contact Us 
President: 
president@maanz.org  
 
Newsletter Editor:  
newsletter@maanz.org  
 
Visit us on the web at www.maanz.org  
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 QLD 

Jane Durand 

 

VIC  

Deborah Halpern 

 

WA 

Samantha Nordberg 

Welcome to New Members 

© MAANZ and the original authors unless otherwise stated.  All artwork © to the artist.  Not to be reproduced in any form 

without permission. 

Executive Committee 

President :                       Noula Diamantopoulos 

Vice President:                Pamela Irving 

Treasurer:                        David Lacey 

Secretary:                        Cetta Pilati 

 

Branch Reps 

New South Wales:          Vacant 

Victoria:                            Bev Plowman 

Queensland:                    Vacant 

South Australia:               Jane Silk 

Western Australia:          Dorothy Burke 

Tasmania:                         Sue Leitch 

New Zealand:                   Vacant 

Committee Appointees 

2017 Symposium Co-ordinator:     

Sue Leitch 

Members Database Administrator/ web manager:   

David Lacey 

Education/Community Officer : 

Caitlin Hughes 

Newsletter Editor:  

Marian Shapiro 

Community Works Officer:  

Position Vacant 

  

Committee Members 

Caitlin Hughes 

Cetta Pilati 

Missed something? 

Back copies of the eMag are available to 

MAANZ members on the members’ area of 

the website. www.maanz.org 

 

 

mailto:president@maanz.org
mailto:newsletter@maanz.org
http://www.maanz.org
http://www.maanz.org

